
Texas Tech punches its ticket to Omaha as the
College World Series field takes shape. Sports

Omaha road congestion rises as comparable cities make transit strides
By Jeffrey roBB

WORLD-HERALD STAFF WRITER

A company that tracks travel
data around Omaha says conges-
tion in the metro area is getting
worse.

TomTom International BV,
which builds location technology
and navigation devices, released

its global Traffic Index, showing
that the Omaha-Council Bluffs
area was among 30 major U.S. cit-
ies and metro areas experiencing
increasing traffic congestion be-
tween 2017 and 2018.

After tracking more than
310 million travel miles locally,
TomTom found a typical conges-
tion level of 14% in Omaha —

meaning trips around the Omaha
area take 14% longer than they
would without congestion.

In one year, Omaha’s figure rose
from 13%. That might not sound
like much, but 50 other U.S. cities
saw their traffic congestion level
drop or at least stay stable for the
year, according to TomTom.

Some Omahans take comfort

that our traffic isn’t as bad as other
major cities.

The comforting statistic in the
report: Omaha’s congestion ranks
among the best (375th) out of 403
cities in 56 counties.

But the comparisons also add a
different perspective to Omaha’s
comfort. TomTom estimates that
Omaha’s evening rush hour takes

33% longer than it should, which
puts Omaha’s worst traffic conges-
tion in line with the average con-
gestion in such places as Chicago
(28%), Seattle (31%) and San Fran-
cisco (34%).

“I hate to break the chamber
of commerce’s heart, but it’s real-
ly not a 20-minute city anymore,”

ANATOMY OF A SHOOTING: A THREE-PART SERIES

On Omaha.com: The victim, an innocent 13-year-old boy Today: The suspects, five teenagers Next up: Prevention, solving the problem

Y O U N G M E N H E L D I N S H O O T I N G
H A D A B S E N T D A D S , E A R LY T R A U M A

One shooting, one 13-year-
old victim.

Five suspects, all teenag-
ers.

The ages of the four old-
est — 18 and 19 — made
them adults in the eyes of
the court, though they hard-
ly looked like it.

Their mug shots revealed
childlike expressions in

their wide-eyed stares. The fifth suspect, 16,
was a juvenile and therefore not identified
publicly in the Omaha police press release

that went out after the March 29 shooting.
Age aside, what all five suspects were ac-

cused of is hardly child’s play.
One of them allegedly pulled the trigger

on a gun that fired a bullet right through
13-year-old R.J. Eckhardt‘s right arm. An-
other allegedly drove the gunman in her
car. The three others allegedly were along
for the ride, fully aware — police say — of
this mission to commit harm.

It was a case of mistaken identity, as it
turned out. Police say the suspects had zero
connection to R.J., a seventh-grader who
lives in southwest Omaha. They had fol-

lowed the wrong car and shot at the wrong
person.

The suspects got lucky in this regard:
R.J. wasn’t killed. They’re not facing mur-
der charges.

Still, use of a firearm to hurt another
person can carry a raft of felony charges.
The alleged shooter faces a minimum of
15 years in prison on five counts. The three
other adults, including a recent high school
graduate with a college scholarship, face a
minimum of five years apiece on their sin-
gle charge: conspiracy to commit a felony.
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Beyond citizenship question,
2020 Census faces problems

CQ-roll Call

WASHINGTON — A project
meant to be a decade in prepara-
tion, the 2020 Census still faces a
number of uncertainties, which
experts warn could lead to an inac-
curate count with potentially large
effects on federal spending and
congressional maps.

A Supreme Court decision over
a citizenship question is expected
as early as Monday and has dom-
inated much of the conversation
surrounding the census. But the

project faces other hurdles: the
Census Bureau’s overall funding,
cybersecurity concerns and un-
tested methods.

“A really good way to screw up
the American economy and waste
a lot of taxpayer money is to have a
bad census,” said Andrew Reamer,
a George Washington University
professor who studies census data.

Census data influences the flow
of billions of federal dollars and
thousands of business decisions,

Sunscreen guidance
Nebraska looks to offer clarity

to school districts about
how sunscreen should be
administered. Midlands
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Many teens, and parents, go to
sleep and wake up with phones

The WashingTon PosT

Four out of five teenagers with
mobile devices keep them in their
rooms overnight — and nearly a
third of those bring them into their
beds while sleeping — according
a study that offered new evidence
that mobile devices undermine the
rest necessary for peak health.

The research results, released
May 29 and based on a poll of 1,000
children and parents by consumer
advocacy group Common Sense,
offered the most comprehensive

picture yet of the impact of mobile
devices on teen sleep patterns,
which researchers long have
warned can undermine cognitive
functioning and mental health
while increasing obesity rates. The
poll also found that smartphones
caused conflict within homes as
many parents fear the devices are
causing their teens to become “ad-
dicted.”

But the most striking find-
ings, according to researchers,
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Above left, J’Tavion Smith, 18, appears in court on May 8. He is accused of being the shooter who wounded 13-year-old R.J. Eckhardt on March 29.
At right, Jaquez Turley, 19, was in court on the same day in connection with the shooting.
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